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POPI timeline & milestones  

20 Aug 2013
National Assembly passed the 
Protection of Personal 
Information Bill [B9D of 2009]

19 Nov 2013
Signed into law by the 
President

Section 115 - Act will come 
into force on a date to be 
determined by the President 
by proclamation in the 
Gazette

11 Apr 2014 
Regulations, Regulator 
and definitions

24 Jul 2015 
Parliament calls for 
nominations for 
candidates for five 
positions within the 
Regulator

13 Apr 2016 
The Portfolio Committee on 
Justice and Correctional 
Services (“the Committee”) 
shortlists 10 candidates for 
positions within the 
Regulator

17 May 2016
Committee 
recommends Adv. 
Pansy Tlakula be 
appointed as 
chairperson and 
four other 
candidates as 
members of the 
Regulator

1 Dec 2016 
Regulator appointed

1  July 2020 –
Commencement  

Transitional period 
of 1 year

8 Sep 2017 
Publish draft 
regulations for 
public comment

7 Nov 2017 
Closing date for 
public comments 

Feb – Mar 
2018 
Submission for 
tabling of the 
draft 
regulations to 
Parliament 

14 Dec 2018 
Publication of final 
Regulations in 
Government 
Gazette 



general application

• POPI, South Africa’s legislation dealing specifically and 
exclusively with data protection, will largely come into force 
on 1 July 2020. A responsible party (i.e. a public or private 
body or any other person which, alone or in conjunction with 
others, determines the purpose of and means for processing) 
personal information has a one year transitional period after 
this commencement date to become compliant with POPIA.

• subject to certain exclusions, POPIA applies to the automated 
or non-automated processing of personal information
entered into a record in any form (provided that when the 
recorded personal information is processed by non-
automated means, it forms part of a filing system or is 
intended to form part thereof) by or for a responsible party 
who or which is domiciled in or outside South Africa, or not 
domiciled in South Africa, unless the processing relates only 
to the forwarding of personal information through South 
Africa.
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what is “personal information”?

 race, gender, sex, pregnancy, marital 
status, national, ethnic or social origin, 
colour, sexual orientation, age, 
physical or mental health, wellbeing, 
disability, religion, conscience, belief, 
culture and birth

 education or medical, financial, 
criminal or employment history

 any identifying number, symbol, e-mail 
address, physical address, telephone 
number, location information, online 
identifier or other particular assigned 
to the person

 biometric information

 personal opinions, views or 
preferences

 the views or opinions of another 
individual about the person

 correspondence sent by the 
person that is implicitly or 
explicitly of a private/confidential 
nature

 the name of the person if it 
appears with other personal 
information relating to the person, 
or if the disclosure of the name 
itself would reveal information 
about the person

information relating to an identifiable person (living natural 
person/ existing juristic person as far as applicable), i.e.:



what is “special personal information”?

personal information concerning-

 the religious or philosophical beliefs, race or ethnic origin, trade 
union membership, political persuasion, health or sex life or 
biometric information of a data subject; or

 the criminal behaviour of a data subject to the extent that such 
information relates to:

• the alleged commission by a data subject of any offence; 
or

• any proceedings in respect of any offence allegedly 
committed by a data subject or the disposal of such 
proceedings
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who are the role players?

Data Subject Responsible 
Party

Operator Regulator



further restrictions on application (exemptions)

POPI does not regulate:

• pure household or personal activities

• information that has been de-identified

• information by or on behalf of a public body - national security, 

defence or public safety, or prevention, investigation or proof of 

offences, the prosecution or the execution of sentences

• processing for purely journalistic purposes if subject to a code of 

ethics that provide adequate safeguards for protection



further processing must 
be compatible with the 
purpose for which 
personal information is 
collected

the purpose for which 
personal information 
is collected must be 
specific, explicitly 
defined and lawful

the 8 processing conditions

personal information 
should only be 
obtained by limited 
and lawful 
processing that does 
not unnecessarily 
infringe privacy 

responsible parties 
must comply with 
these eight 
conditions. 

1 2 3 4

Processing 
limitation

Purpose 
specification

Further processing 
limitation

Accountability



the data subject has 
certain access rights, 
including a right to 
request its deletion

the integrity and 
confidentiality of the 
personal information 
must be secured

the 8 processing conditions cont.

advise the data 
subject of certain 
mandatory 
information in 
respect of collection 

reasonably 
practicable steps to 
ensure personal 
information is 
complete, accurate, 
not misleading and 
updated 

5 6 7 8

Openness
Security 
safeguards

Data subject 
participation

Information 
quality



direct marketing

“direct marketing” means to approach a data subject, either in person or 
by mail or electronic communication, for the direct or indirect purpose 
of-

• promoting or offering to supply, in the ordinary course of business, 
any goods or services to the data subject; or

• requesting the data subject to make a donation of any kind for any 
reason.

“electronic communication” means any text, voice, sound or image 
message sent over an electronic communications network which is stored 
in the network or in the recipient’s terminal equipment until it is 
collected by the recipient.
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direct marketing

context of sale



non-compliance

• any person may lodge a complaint with Regulator

• the Regulator may try and secure settlement

• if no settlement possible, the Regulator may initiate investigation

• if breach, the Regulator may issue enforcement notice

• data subject / Regulator may sue responsible party for damages



non-compliance cont.

• uncertain what amounts would be awarded, but court would 
be entitled to award:

• damages for patrimonial and non-patrimonial loss

• aggravated damages

• interest

• legal fees

• 12 months to 10 years/fine (R10 million!) or both
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POPIA versus GDPR
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does the GDPR apply to your organisation?

 If the organisation is not established in the EU, does it offer goods 
and services to individuals in the EU? 

 If the organisation is not established in the EU, does it monitor the 
behaviour of individuals in the EU? 



what are the similarities?

• Processing Conditions in POPIA closely aligned to GDPR

• Special requirements in both for the processing of personal 
information about children and so-called ‘special personal 
information’

• Information Regulator is the POPIA equivalent of supervisory 
authorities



what are the differences?
STANDARD POPIA GDPR

Application  Personal information processed in South Africa  Personal data of all EU data subjects, regardless of 
jurisdiction

Persons  Juristic and natural  Natural
Roles  Responsible party and operator  Data controller and processor

AND
 Joint responsible parties, third parties and 

recipients
Penalties  10 years imprisonment or R10 million  EUR 20 million or 4% of worldwide turnover

Official  Information Officer to be appointed for all 
companies and registered with Regulator

 Data Protection Officer in terms of [Article 37] for 
certain organizations

Breach notifications  “as soon as reasonably possible”  Duty to report breaches to supervisory authorities 
within 72 hours of the breach

Privacy by design  Not addressed  Mandated by [Article 25]

Data protection 

impact assessments

 Not addressed in POPIA, but obligation imposed on 
information officer in the regulations

 Obligation to conduct data protection impact 
assessments [Article 35] where processing is likely 
to result in high risks for the rights and freedoms of 
data subjects and maintaining evidence or 
documentation of such assessments.

 Such assessments involve, inter alia identifying 
risks and measures to mitigate such risks and 
include prior consultation with the supervisory 
authorities.

Data portability  Data subject access request - a record or 
description of personal information must be given 
“in a reasonable manner and format and in a form 
that is generally understandable”.

 The right for a data subject to receive his or her 
data in a “structured, commonly used, machine-
readable and interoperable format and the right to 
transmit those data to another controller”. [Article 
20] Data subjects can order that their data is 
transferred to another controller or service 
provider
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The Information Officer
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the information officer - POPIA

‘‘information officer’’ of, or in relation to, a:

a) public body means an information officer or deputy information 
officer as contemplated in terms of section 1 or 17; or 

b) private body means the head of a private body as contemplated in 
section 1,

of the Promotion of Access to Information Act



information officer - PAIA

'information officer' of, or in relation to, a public body -

a) in the case of a national department, provincial administration or 
organisational component- (i) mentioned in Column 1 of 
Schedule 1 or 3 to the Public Service the incumbent of the post 
bearing the designation mentioned in Column 2 of the said 
Schedule 1 or 3 opposite the name of the relevant national 
department, provincial administration or organizational 
component or the person who is acting as such; or (ii) not so 
mentioned, means the Director-General, head, executive director 
or equivalent officer, respectively, of that national department, 
provincial administration or organizational component, 
respectively, or the person who is acting as such;

b) in the case of a municipality, means the municipal manager 
appointed in terms of section 82 of the Local Government: 
Municipal Structures Act, 1998 (Act 117 of 1998), or the person 
who is acting as such; or

c) in the case of any other public body, means the chief executive 
officer, or equivalent



information officer - PAIA

'head' of, or in relation to, a private body means-

a) in the case of a natural person, that natural person or any person duly 
authorised by that natural person;

b) in the case of a partnership, any partner of the partnership or any person 
duly authorised by the partnership;

c) in the case of a juristic person, (i) the chief executive officer or equivalent 
officer of the juristic person or any person duly authorised by that officer; or 
(ii) the person who is acting as such or any person duly authorised by such 
acting person



section 55 of POPIA 

duties and responsibilities of Information Officer

an information officer’s responsibilities include-

• the encouragement of compliance, by the body, with the conditions for the 
lawful processing of personal information;

• dealing with requests made to the body pursuant to POPIA;

• working with the Regulator in relation to investigations;

• otherwise ensuring compliance by the body with the provisions of POPIA; 
and

• as may be prescribed



regulation 4

An information officer must ensure that—

 a compliance framework is developed, implemented, monitored and maintained

 a personal information impact assessment is done to ensure that adequate 
measures and standards exist in order to comply with the conditions for the lawful 
processing of personal information 

 a manual is developed, monitored, maintained and made available as prescribed in 
sections 14 and 51 of the Promotion of Access to Information Act, 2000 (Act No. 2 
of 2000)

 internal measures are developed together with adequate systems to process 
requests for information or access thereto

 internal awareness sessions are conducted regarding the provisions of the Act, 
regulations made in terms of the Act, codes of conduct, or information obtained 
from the Regulator

 The information officer, or a person designated by him or her, can upon request of 
any person provide copies of the manual, to that person upon payment of a fee 
determined by the responsible party which may not be more than R3.50 per page



regulation 4 as read with PAIA

 a manual is developed, monitored, maintained and made available as prescribed in 
sections 14 and 51 of the Promotion of Access to Information Act, 2000 (Act No. 2 of 
2000)

 Per section 14(c) and 51(c) (PAIA as amended by POPIA) a manual for the purpose of the 
Promotion of Access to Information Act and the Act is developed detailing—

• the purpose of the processing;

• a description of the categories of data subjects and of the information or categories 
of information relating thereto;

• the recipients or categories of recipients to whom the personal information may be 
supplied

• the planned trans-border or cross border flows of personal information; and 

• a general description allowing preliminary assessment of the suitability of 
information security measures to be implemented and monitored by the responsible 
party

 the manual is available—

• on the website, of the responsible party;  and 

• at the office or offices of the responsible party for public inspection during normal 
business hours of that responsible party; 



• There is some scope for personal liability

• Section 77(K) of PAIA (as amended by POPIA): An information officer of a 
public body or head of a private body who refuses to comply with an 
enforcement notice referred to in section 77J, is guilty of an offence and liable 
upon conviction to fine or to imprisonment for a period not exceeding three 
years or to both such a fine and such imprisonment.

• Liability for obstructing regulator

• Essential that proper contract with powers, recourse and responsibility put in 
place between the Information Officer and the Responsible Party
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Practical POPIA compliance
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elements of proactive compliance

Understand the law – executive buy-in; initial training and 
awareness

Appoint / reconsider / outsource role of information officer

Ongoing awareness, training and monitoring

Conduct Preliminary Assessment and Implement Risk 
Management Framework 

In addition, specific recommended interventions required 
including:

• Privacy By Design / Privacy Engineering
• Privacy Impact Assessments and Data Flow Diagrams
• Data Ethics Councils
• Technology tools



POPIA toolkit

 Simplified POPIA Guide

 Compressive Data Protection Policy

 POPIA Audit Questionnaire

 POPIA - “Do and Do Nots” 

 Information Officer Appointment Letter

 Document Retention Policy

 Privacy Compliance Framework

 Model POPIA Consent Clause

 Personal Information Sharing Policy

 PAIA Manual

 External Privacy Statement

 Training



POPIA toolkit

 Website Privacy Policy

 Cookie Policy

 Internal Privacy Policy

 Password Policy

 BYOD Policy

 Operator Clauses

 Photography Policy

 CCTV Monitoring Policy

 Security Compromises Policy

 Subject Access Request Policy

 Employee Contract / Job Application Form Model Clauses

 Awareness Posters



POPIA toolkit

 Cyber security awareness training

 Privacy by design training

 Privacy impact assessment 

 POPIA Audit gap analysis and reporting

 Social media policy and training

 Bespoke POPIA training

 Direct marketing workshop

 Data Protection Helpline

 Country Reviews

 GDPR applicability assessment and structuring 



practical implementation

 Information Officer

 Information Audit / Risk Assessment; Gap Analysis 
and Remediation Programme

 Data flows and “Touchpoints”

 PAIA Manual

 Awareness and Training

 Privacy Impact Assessments 

 Privacy by Design

 Cybersecurity 

 Stronger Contractual Frameworks

 Ethics Review Board
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the nightmare situation – a data breach!

• breach notification basics:

• what?

 NB: Section 22 of POPIA – breach notification:

“Where there are reasonable grounds to believe that the 
personal information of a data subject has been accessed or 
acquired by any unauthorised person, the responsible party must 
notify…” 

(our emphasis)

• who? 

 mandatory notification to the Regulator in all circumstances 

• when?

 “as soon as reasonably possible” 

• how?

 to the Regulator

 to the data subject
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consequences of data breaches

• financial penalties

• criminal liability and imprisonment

• business interruption / loss of profits 

• asset damage

• ransom

• reputational damage

• third party damages’ claims

• legal costs

also:

• information officer liability

 section 90(3)(3) of PAIA

 new section 77K of PAIA

 section 93 of POPIA

• vicarious liability

 section 99(1) of POPIA
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defending and mitigating data breaches

• incident response plan / security compromise plan

• incident response team

• legal advice – legal privilege and proper reporting

• tailored cyber insurance policy and appropriate insurance cover



No information provided herein may in any way be construed as legal advice 
from ENSafrica and/or any of its personnel. Professional advice must be 
sought from ENSafrica before any action is taken based on the information 
provided herein, and consent must be obtained from ENSafrica before the 
information provided herein is reproduced in any way. ENSafrica disclaims 
any responsibility for positions taken without due consultation and/or 
information reproduced without due consent, and no person shall have any 
claim of any nature whatsoever arising out of, or in connection with, the 
information provided herein against ENSafrica and/or any of its personnel. 
Any values, such as currency (and their indicators), and/or dates provided 
herein are indicative and for information purposes only, and ENSafrica does 
not warrant the correctness, completeness or accuracy of the information 
provided herein in any way.


